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Goddess of the Green Room Nov 11 2020
Abandoning Ireland and beginning her life
anew in England, Dorothy Jordan, the newest
star at London's Drury Lane Theatre, begins a
celebrated love affair with the Prince Regent's
younger brother and faces a life of struggle.
Reprint.
Veiled in Smoke (The Windy City Saga Book
#1) Sep 02 2022 Meg and Sylvie Townsend
manage the family bookshop and care for their
father, Stephen, a veteran still suffering in
mind and spirit from his time as a POW during
the Civil War. But when the Great Fire sweeps
through Chicago's business district, they lose
much more than just their store. The sisters
become separated from their father and make a
harrowing escape from the flames with the help
of Chicago Tribune reporter Nate Pierce. Once
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the smoke clears away, they reunite with
Stephen, only to learn soon after that their
family friend was murdered on the night of the
fire. Even more shocking, Stephen is charged
with the crime and committed to the Cook
County Insane Asylum. Though homeless and
suddenly unemployed, Meg must not only
gather the pieces of her shattered life, but
prove her father's innocence before the asylum
truly drives him mad.
Saga: Compendium One Sep 29 2019 THE
ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first
nine volumes of the critically acclaimed, New
York Times bestselling series into one massive
paperback, this compendium tells the entire
story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her
star-crossed parents. Features 1,400 pages of
gorgeously graphic full-color artwork, including
a new cover from Eisner Award-winning SAGA

co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects SAGA
#1-54
Star Mage Quest Mar 28 2022 A dark heroine.
Space warfare. Magic. Carina Lin is a mage
with a mission. After her parents'
disappearance when she was a toddler, she was
brought up by her grandmother. Then the old
lady's death left her a slum brat, alone and
friendless on a godforsaken planet at the assend of the galaxy. All she wants is to find other
mages like herself, but her plan is fraught with
danger. Warring clans are fighting for galactic
supremacy, and if they discover her powers she
risks slavery and torture. A golden opportunity
arises to fulfil her dream and win her heart's
desire. But if she loses, death will seem
inviting. Star Mage Quest is book one in the
dark, exciting space fantasy, Star Mage Saga.
Green Rider Jan 02 2020 Magic, danger, and
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adventure abound for messenger Karigan
G'ladheon in author Kristen Britain's New York
Times-bestselling Green Rider fantasy series •
"First-rate fantasy." —Library Journal On her
long journey home from school after a fight that
will surely lead to her expulsion, Karigan
G'ladheon ponders her uncertain future. As she
trudges through the immense Green Cloak
forest, her thoughts are interrupted by the
clattering of hooves, as a galloping horse bursts
from the woods. The rider is slumped over his
mount's neck, impaled by two black-shafted
arrows. As the young man lies dying on the
road, he tells Karigan he is a Green Rider, one
of the legendary messengers of the king of
Sacoridia. Before he dies, he begs Karigan to
deliver the “life and death” message he bears to
King Zachary. When she reluctantly he agrees,
he makes her swear on his sword to complete
his mission, whispering with his dying breath,
"Beware the shadow man...". Taking on the
golden-winged horse brooch that is the symbol
of the Green Riders, Karigan is swept into a
world of deadly danger and complex magic, her
life forever changed. Compelled by forces she
cannot understand, Karigan is accompanied by
the silent specter of the fallen messenger and
hounded by dark beings bent on seeing that the
message, and its reluctant carrier, never reach
their destination.
Vinland Saga Jun 18 2021 WITHIN THE KING’S
GRASP As Canute plots to become ruler of the
entire Danish world, Thorfinn’s only ambition is
to see a harvest profitable enough to buy his
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own life back. But the fates of prince and slave
will come together once again, as Canute plans
to seize Ketil Farm from its kindhearted master.
What sinister tricks does the have up his sleeve,
and could they dash Thorfinn’s hopes for
freedom? Meanwhile, Einar’s infatuation with
Arnheid takes an unexpected turn when her
former husband – an escaped slave – barges
onto the farm, insisting she run away with
him… "A fascinating, violent, and moving story
[that’s] firmly among other timeless classics…
Seriously, I don’t know how many different
ways I can say this manga is worth reading." Kotaku
The Brothers Three Oct 03 2022 Have you
ever wondered what it would be like to be
plunged into a dangerous fantasy world? The
Blackwood brothers from New Orleans are
about to find out. Youngest brother Will dreams
of escaping his mundane life as an apprentice
contractor. Caleb is a bartender whose charm
and good looks see him through life. Val, the
eldest, is a high-powered attorney who hides
the fact that he can perform parlor tricks with
his mind. The brothers' lives are changed
forever when they receive a belated inheritance
from their father: a staff with a mysterious
stone on top, a pair of rogue's bracers, and a
sword that Will can barely lift. Searching for an
explanation, it is not until a strange key whisks
the brothers across time and space, into a
terrifying version of New Orleans ruled by
wizards, that the brothers accept the truth and
undergo a perilous journey home. With the help

of an alluring but deadly adventuress, they
must break into the keep of a sorcerer known
for his love of diabolical games, find a trio of
enchanted talismans, and somehow defeat an
evil wizard who can raise legions of the undead
to do his bidding. It seems the brothers have
found their adventure. But will they live to tell
the tale?
Tyburn Apr 16 2021 Sally Green is about to die.
She sees Death in the streets. She can taste it
in her gin. She can feel it in the very walls of
the ramshackle brothel where she is kept to
satisfy the perversions of the wealthy. She had
come to London as a runaway in search of her
Cavalier father. Instead, she found Wrath, a
sadistic nobleman determined to use her to
fulfill a sinister ambition. As the last of her
friends are murdered one by one, survival
hinges on escape. Nick Virtue is a tutor with a
secret. By night he operates as a highwayman,
relieving nobles of their riches to further his
brother's criminal enterprise. It's a difficult
balance at the best of times, and any day that
doesn't end in a noose is a good one. Saving
Sally means risking his reputation, and may end
up costing him his life. As a brutal attack
throws them together, Sally finds she has been
given a second chance. She is torn between the
tutor and the highwayman, but she knows she
can have neither. Love is an unwanted
complication while Wrath haunts the streets.
Nick holds the key to Wrath's identity, and Sally
will risk everything to bring him to justice.
Unless the gallows take her first.
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An Absolutely Remarkable Thing Jun 30
2022 IF YOU CAME ACROSS AN ABSOLUTELY
REMARKABLE THING AT 3 A.M. IN NEW
YORK CITY . . . WOULD YOU KEEP WALKING?
OR DO THE ONE THING THAT WOULD
CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER?
**************** The Carls just appeared . . .
While roaming the streets of New York City at 3
a.m., twenty-three-year-old April May stumbles
across a giant sculpture she calls Carl.
Delighted by its appearance - like a ten-foot-tall
Transformer wearing a suit of samurai armour April and her friend Andy make a video with it,
which Andy uploads to YouTube. The next day
April wakes up to a viral video and a new life.
There are Carls in dozens of cities around the
world - everywhere from Beijing to Buenos
Aires - and April, as their first documentarian,
finds herself at the centre of an international
media spotlight. Now April has to deal with the
pressure on her relationships, her identity and
her safety that this new position brings, all
while being on the front lines of the quest to
find out not just what the Carls are, but what
they want from us . . . Compulsively
entertaining and powerfully relevant, An
Absolutely Remarkable Thing grapples with
how the social internet is changing fame and
radicalisation; how our culture deals with fear
and uncertainty; and how vilification and
adoration can follow a life in the public eye.
***************** 'A fun, contemporary
adventure that cares about who we are as
humans, especially when faced with remarkable
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events' Kirkus (starred review) 'Hank Green
hasn't just written a great mystery adventure
(though he has), and he hasn't just written the
most interesting meditation on the internet and
fame I've ever seen (but he did that too), Hank
has written a book [that] expands your mind
while taking you on a hell of a ride' Joseph Fink,
author of Welcome to Night Vale 'An Absolutely
Remarkable Thing is pure book joy' Lev
Grossman, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Magicians Trilogy 'Fun and full of
truth. To be honest, I'm a little irritated at how
good the book is. I don't need this kind of
competition' Patrick Rothfuss, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The Kingkiller
Chronicles
A Sister’s Courage (The Victory Sisters, Book 1)
Aug 01 2022 ⭐ Don’t miss the new uplifting
historical saga series from Molly Green, set at
famous Bletchley Park: Summer Secrets at
Bletchley Park – available to pre-order now! ⭐
In the midst of war, she knew her place was not
at home...
A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor Dec 01 2019 'A
raucous, boldly inventive tale' BOOKLIST
'Provides a "Black Mirror"-like warning of new
technology without the heavy feeling of dread'
USA TODAY The magnificent sequel to Hank
Green's #1 New York Times bestselling debut
novel, An Absolutely Remarkable Thing The
statues disappeared in an instant. While they
were on Earth, they caused confusion and
destruction without ever lifting a finger. They
also contributed to the untimely death of April

May: a young woman who stumbled into their
path, naming them the Carls and gaining viral
fame in an avalanche of conspiracy theories.
When April's friends try to carry on with their
lives, a series of clues arrive - mysterious books
that seem to predict the future - and which also
seem to suggest April may be very much alive .
. . But there's a bigger mystery to solve. Did the
Carls ever really leave us, and what happens if
they're here to stay? A Beautifully Foolish
Endeavor is a bold and brilliant conclusion that
asks whether anyone has the right to change
the world.
Jade City Aug 21 2021 In this epic saga of
magic and kungfu, four siblings battle rival
clans for honor and power in an Asia-inspired
fantasy metropolis. * World Fantasy Award for
Best Novel, winner* Aurora Award for Best
Novel, winner* Nebula Award for Best Novel,
nominee* Locus Award for Best Fantasy Novel,
finalist Jade is the lifeblood of the island of
Kekon. It has been mined, traded, stolen, and
killed for -- and for centuries, honorable Green
Bone warriors like the Kaul family have used it
to enhance their magical abilities and defend
the island from foreign invasion. Now, the war
is over and a new generation of Kauls vies for
control of Kekon's bustling capital city. They
care about nothing but protecting their own,
cornering the jade market, and defending the
districts under their protection. Ancient
tradition has little place in this rapidly changing
nation. When a powerful new drug emerges
that lets anyone -- even foreigners -- wield jade,
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the simmering tension between the Kauls and
the rival Ayt family erupts into open violence.
The outcome of this clan war will determine the
fate of all Green Bones -- from their grandest
patriarch to the lowliest motorcycle runner on
the streets -- and of Kekon itself. Jade City is
the first novel in an epic trilogy about family,
honor, and those who live and die by the
ancient laws of blood and jade.
A Forest of Stars Dec 13 2020 Five years after
attacking the human-colonized worlds of the
Spiral Arm, the hydrogues maintain absolute
control over stardrive fuel...and their embargo
is strangling human civilization. On Earth,
mankind suffers from renewed attacks by the
hydrogues and decides to use a cybernetic
army to fight them. Yet the Terran leaders don't
realize that these military robots have already
exterminated their own makers - and may soon
turn on humanity. Once the rulers of an
expanding empire, humans have become the
galaxy's most endangered species. But the
sudden appearance of incredible new beings
will destroy all balances of power. Now for
humans and the myriad alien factions in the
universe, the real war is about to begin...and
genocide may be the result.
Green Arrow: The Longbow Hunters Saga
Omnibus Vol. 2 May 06 2020 Oliver Queen is
the Emerald Archer, Green Arrow! He's ready
to fight for the people against corruption!
Oliver is faced with all new challenges in Green
Arrow: The Longbow Hunters Saga Omnibus
Vol. 2. While Oliver is confronting the reality of
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his identity—and the repurcussions of his
actions—he's also being hunted by the CIA after
being framed for a murder he didn't commit.
And that's not all! Oliver and Dinah find
themselves traveling back to the days of Robin
Hood! Find out all that happens in Green
Arrow: The Longbow Hunters Saga Omnibus
Vol. 2 collecting Green Arrow #51-80; Green
Arrow Annual #4-6; Who's Who #14; The Brave
and the Bold #1-6; Shado: Song of the Dragon
#1-4; Green Arrow: The Wonder Year #1-4.
Where the Green Star Falls Sep 21 2021 Barely
a Whisper Separates the Living from the
Lost...Blending wisdom, mysticism, and real-life
drama into an inspirational saga of selfdiscovery, Where The Green Star Falls is
quickly becoming a modern classic, and
transforming the lives of readers around the
world.It's the heartrending tale of Nicholas
Azzará, who must face the trials of love, life,
and death. Utterly alone, he lives with his guilt
and grief and fights to survive; facing a
spiritual battle that will take him to the edge of
sanity or salvation.And the ghosts of the dead it
seems, are never far away.Where The Green
Star Falls reveals a roadmap to personal
growth, and focusing on achieving your dreams
rather than riches. And along the way, it paints
the most eloquent vision of Argentina ever
written.Click the BUY button Now!
Jade War May 30 2022 On the island of Kekon,
the Kaul family is locked in a violent feud for
control of the capital city and the supply of
magical jade that endows trained Green Bone

warriors with supernatural powers they alone
have possessed for hundreds of years. Beyond
Kekon's borders, war is brewing. Powerful
foreign governments and mercenary criminal
kingpins alike turn their eyes on the island
nation. Jade, Kekon's most prized resource,
could make them rich - or give them the edge
they'd need to topple their rivals. Faced with
threats on all sides, the Kaul family is forced to
form new and dangerous alliances, confront
enemies in the darkest streets and the tallest
office towers, and put honor aside in order to
do whatever it takes to ensure their own
survival - and that of all the Green Bones of
Kekon. Jade War is the second book of the
Green Bone Saga, an epic trilogy about family,
honour and those who live and die by the
ancient laws of blood and jade.
Red Rising Dec 25 2021 Darrow is a Red, a
member of the lowest caste in a color-coded
society. Like his fellow Reds, he works all day,
believing that he and his people are making the
surface of Mars livable for future generations.
But Darrow and his kind have been betrayed.
He discovers that humanity reached the surface
generations ago. Vast cities and lush wilds
spread across the planet. Darrow - and Reds
like him - are nothing more than slaves to a
decadent ruling class. Inspired by a longing for
justice, Darrow sacrifices everything to
infiltrate the legendary Institute, a proving
ground for the dominant Gold caste, where the
next generation of humanity’s overlords
struggle for power. He will be forced to
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compete for his life and the very future of
civilization against the best and most brutal of
Society’s ruling class. There, he will stop at
nothing to bring down his enemies... Even if it
means he has to become one of them to do so.
The Green Glass Sea Apr 28 2022 It is 1943,
and 11-year-old Dewey Kerrigan is traveling
west on a train to live with her scientist
father—but no one, not her father nor the
military guardians who accompany her, will tell
her exactly where he is. When she reaches Los
Alamos, New Mexico, she learns why: he's
working on a top secret government program.
Over the next few years, Dewey gets to know
eminent scientists, starts tinkering with her
own mechanical projects, becomes friends with
a budding artist who is as much of a misfit as
she is—and, all the while, has no idea how the
Manhattan Project is about to change the
world. This book's fresh prose and fascinating
subject are like nothing you've read before.
The Many-Colored Land Mar 16 2021 In the
year 2034, Theo Quderian, a French physicist,
made an amusing but impractical discovery: the
means to use a one-way, fixed-focus time warp
that opened into a place in the Rhone River
valley during the idyllic Pliocene Epoch, six
million years ago. But, as time went on, a
certain usefulness developed. The misfits and
mavericks of the future—many of them brilliant
people—began to seek this exit door to a
mysterious past. In 2110, a particularly strange
and interesting group was preparing to make
the journey—a starship captain, a girl athlete, a
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paleontologist, a woman priest, and others who
had reason to flee the technological perfection
of twenty-second-century life. Thus begins this
dazzling fantasy novel that invites comparisons
with the work of J.R.R. Tolkien, Arthur C.
Clarke, and Ursula Le Quin. It opens up a whole
world of wonder, not in far-flung galaxies but in
our own distant past on Earth—a world that will
captivate not only science-fiction and fantasy
fans but also those who enjoy literate thrillers.
The group that passes through the time-portal
finds an unforeseen strangeness on the other
side. Far from being uninhabited, Pliocene
Europe is the home of two warring races from
another planet. There is the knightly race of the
Tanu—handsome, arrogant, and possessing vast
powers of psychokinesis and telepathy. And
there is the outcast race of Firvulag—dwarfish,
malev-o olent, and gifted with their own
supernormal skills. Taken captive by the Tanu
and transported through the primordial
European landscape, the humans manage to
break free, join in an uneasy alliance with the
forest-dwelling Firvulag, and, finally, launch an
attack against the Tanu city of light on the
banks of a river that, eons later, would be
called the Rhine. Myth and legend, wit and
violence, speculative science and breathtaking
imagination mingle in this romantic fantasy,
which is the first volume in a series about the
exile world. The sequel, titled The Golden Torc,
will follow soon.
Green Calder Grass Aug 09 2020 “A pageturner.” —Publishers Weekly Their land . . .

their family . . . their pride. When the Calders
fight for the things they love, they fight to win.
Jessy Niles Calder grew up on the Triple C
ranch, six hundred square miles of grassland as
bountiful as it can be harsh. It’s land that bends
to no man’s will—just like a Calder. As Ty
Calder’s wife, Jessy finally has all she’s ever
wanted. But shadowing this new happiness are
enemies greedy for the rich Montana land, so
much so they are willing to shed blood to get it.
And these days complicating matters seems to
be Ty’s ex-wife’s main reason for living. Before
it’s all over and done, Jessy will be faced with
the fight of her life—one that is sure to change
the Triple C forever . . . Praise for Janet Dailey
and her bestselling Calder novels “The passion,
spirit and strength readers expect from a
Calder story—and a Calder hero—shine
through...” —Publishers Weekly on Lone Calder
Star “Dailey confirms her place as a top
megaseller.” —Kirkus Reviews on Calder Pride
Zeroboxer Aug 28 2019 Carr Luka is a rising
star in the weightless combat sport called
zeroboxing. But Carr gets involved with a farreaching criminal scheme, threatening his
budding relationship with his marketing
strategist.
Blue Moon Rising Jan 26 2022 Quests are
overrated All his life, Prince Rupert thrilled in
the glorious exploits of his royal ancestors.
Finally embarking on his own heroic journey,
Rupert realizes there’s a lot the minstrels leave
out of their songs. On the hunt for a mythical
dragon, besieged by demons, and navigating
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the cursed Darkwood with a smart-mouthed
unicorn, Rupert is becoming somewhat
disenchanted with legends. But even if he
succeeds, peril awaits, because the king never
intended for his spare heir to return from this
fool’s errand. Now, with the help of a few
unusual allies, Rupert must make up the story
as he goes--outmaneuvering assassins,
thwarting the voracious spread of the
Darkwood, and grappling with rumors of a
powerful evil’s return. Rupert may not be the
hero Forest Kingdom wanted, but at this rate,
he’s the only one they’re going to get. New
York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green’s
trademark wit and genre-twisting narrative
sparkles in Blue Moon Rising, the first book of
The Forest Kingdom series.
A Sister's Song (the Victory Sisters, Book 2)
Feb 01 2020 The second novel in the wonderful
Victory Sisters series - available to pre-order
now! When World War II breaks out, Suzanne
Linfoot's dream of one day forming an allwomen orchestra crumbles. Dedicated to doing
her bit for the war effort but determined not to
give up her music, Suzanne joins a swing band
who are members of the ENSA - the
Entertainment National Service Association - to
entertain the troops in some of the worst-hit
cities in Great Britain. With the world at war,
Suzanne helps build morale for her country's
troops. But she is also battling with her own
demons, determined to find out the truth about
a long-held family secret much closer to home...
A gripping tale of courage, love, loss and
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camaraderie, showing how music has the power
to shine a light in every the darkest of days perfect for fans of Nancy Revell, Daisy Styles
and Donna Douglas.
Complete Saga of the Green Sep 09 2020
Altogether in one binding, the Saga of the
Green envelopes you into a world of hope,
which is the only thing it's characters have left.
Tamsin, Lylanna, Zamoora, and an unlucky
group of Fairies are all trying to carve a life for
themselves. The world is divided, and in this
fantasy medieval setting carving a life for
yourself is hard. Especially for teenagers, and
the Fairies who have to adjust to physical
bodies and a world very unlike the one they
left. The excitement you will experience in this
riveting account of suffering, hate, redemption
and love will change your life forever. You know
what they say, you never know what will
happen once dragons get involved. After
reading this self-published book, (which hasn't
been professionally edited, you've been warned,
) you will want to buy them all individually just
to see the covers better, which the author
designed herself, including this one.
A Vision of Fire Nov 23 2021 Juggling her
career, parenting responsibilities and lackluster
dating life, child psychologist Caitlin O'Hara
begins treating an ambassador's daughter, who
starts having fits and speaking in tongues right
before children throughout the world
demonstrate similar mystical symptoms. 50,000
first printing.
A Sister’s War (The Victory Sisters, Book 3)

Jul 08 2020 ⭐ Don’t miss the new uplifting
historical saga series from Molly Green, set at
famous Bletchley Park: Summer Secrets at
Bletchley Park – available to pre-order now! ⭐
Breath of Earth Apr 04 2020 After the earth’s
power under her city is suddenly left
unprotected, a young geomancer must rely on
her unique magic to survive in this fresh
fantasy standalone from the author of the
acclaimed The Clockwork Dagger. In an
alternate 1906, the United States and Japan
have forged a powerful confederation— the
Unified Pacific—in an attempt to dominate the
world. Their first target is a vulnerable China.
In San Francisco, headstrong secretary Ingrid
Carmichael is assisting a group of powerful
geomancer wardens who have no idea of the
depth of her own talent—or that she is the only
woman to possess such skills. When assassins
kill the wardens, Ingrid and her mentor are
protected by her incredible magic. But the pair
is far from safe. Without its full force of
guardian geomancers, the city is on the brink of
a cataclysmic earthquake that will expose the
earth’s power to masterminds determined to
control the energy for their own dark ends. The
danger escalates when Chinese refugees,
preparing to fight the encroaching American
and Japanese forces, fracture the uneasy
alliance between the Pacific allies, transforming
San Francisco into a veritable powder keg. And
the slightest tremor will set it off. . . . Forced on
the run, Ingrid makes some shocking
discoveries about herself. Her already
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considerable magic has grown even more
fearsome . . . and she may be the fulcrum on
which the balance of world power rests.
Jade Legacy Oct 23 2021 Discover an epic
trilogy about family, honour, and those who live
and die by the ancient laws of blood and jade.
The Kaul siblings battle their rival clans for
honour and control over an East Asia-inspired
fantasy metropolis in Jade Legacy, the pageturning conclusion to the Green Bone Saga.
Praise for the Green Bone Saga: 'Jade City has
it all: a beautifully realized setting, a great cast
of characters, and dramatic action scenes.
What a fun, gripping read!' Ann Leckie, author
of the Hugo, Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke
Award winning novel Ancillary Justice 'Stylish
and action-packed, full of ambitious families
and guilt-ridden loves...' Ken Liu, winner of the
Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy Awards The
Green Bone Saga Jade City Jade War Jade
Legacy
The Green Ember Feb 12 2021 Heather and
Picket are extraordinary rabbits with ordinary
lives until calamitous events overtake them,
spilling them into a cauldron of misadventures.
They discover that their own story is bound up
in the tumult threatening to overwhelm the
wider world. Kings fall and kingdoms totter.
Tyrants ascend and terrors threaten. Betrayal
beckons, and loyalty is a broken road with peril
around every bend.Where will Heather and
Picket land? How will they make their stand?
Jade City Nov 04 2022 WINNER OF THE
WORLD FANTASY AWARD 'An epic drama
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reminiscent of the best classic Hong Kong
gangster films but set in a fantasy metropolis so
gritty and well-imagined that you'll forget
you're reading a book' KEN LIU 'Gripping!'
ANN LECKIE, author of Ancillary Justice and
The Raven Tower 'Lee's astute worldbuilding
raises the stakes for her vivid and tautlydescribed action scenes' SCOTT LYNCH, author
of The Lies of Locke Lamora *****Shortlisted
for the Nebula Awards, the Locus Awards, the
Aurora Awards, the Sunburst Awards and an
Amazon.com Best Book of the Month***** TWO
CRIME FAMILIES, ONE SOURCE OF POWER:
JADE. Jade is the lifeblood of the city of Janloon
- a stone that enhances a warrior's natural
strength and speed. Jade is mined, traded,
stolen and killed for, controlled by the ruthless
No Peak and Mountain families. When a
modern drug emerges that allows anyone - even
foreigners - to wield jade, simmering tension
between the two families erupts into open
violence. The outcome of this clan war will
determine the fate of all in the families, from
their grandest patriarch to even the lowliest
runner on the streets. Jade City is an epic tale
of blood, family, honour, and of those who live
and die by ancient laws in a changing world.
Drawn by the Current (The Windy City Saga
Book #3) Jan 14 2021 Lives depend on the
truth she uncovers. She can't give up her
search. A birthday excursion turns deadly when
the SS Eastland capsizes with Olive Pierce and
her best friend on board. Hundreds perish
during the accident, and it's only when Olive

herself barely escapes that she discovers her
friend is among the victims. In the aftermath of
the tragedy, Olive returns to her work at a
Chicago insurance agency and is immersed in
the countless investigations related to the
accident. But with so many missing, there are
few open-and-shut cases, and she tries to
balance her grief with the hard work of finding
the truth. While someone sabotages her
progress, Olive accepts the help of newspaper
photographer Erik Magnussen. As they unravel
secrets, the truths they discover impact those
closest to Olive. How long will the disaster
haunt her--and how can she help the others find
the peace they deserve?
NOAA Technical Report NMFS. Jul 28 2019
Cloudbound Oct 30 2019 After the dust settles,
the City of living bones begins to die, and more
trouble brews beneath the clouds in the
companion to Updraft. "A thrilling and complex
tale about the most difficult stage of a
revolution: what do you do after you win?
Highly recommended both for the story it tells
as well as how it tells that story. Wilde takes
risks that pay off hugely.” —Ken Liu, Hugo and
Nebula Award-winning author of The Grace of
Kings The Towers in disarray, without a
governing body or any defense against the
dangers lurking in the clouds, and daily life is
full of terror and strife. Nat Densira, the wingbrother to Kirit (Skyshouter, Spirebreaker, nolonger-of-Densira) sets out to be a hero in his
own way—sitting on the new Council to cast
votes protecting Tower-born, and exploring
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lower tiers to find more materials to repair the
struggling City. But what he finds down-tier is
more secrets—and now Nat will have to decide
who to trust, and how to trust himself without
losing those he holds most dear, before a
dangerous myth raises a surprisingly realistic
threat to the crippled City, in Cloudbound. "I
long to know more about the world and where
Wilde's imagination will soar next. In the
meantime it's all I can do to slow-clap this
powerfully engaging debut: Wilde's world and
characters—as is entirely appropriate—blew me
away." —NPR on Updraft Bone Universe 1)
Updraft 2) Cloudbound 3) Horizon (September
2017) At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Green Arrow: The Longbow Hunters Saga
Omnibus Vol. 1 Oct 11 2020 Presenting Mike
Grell's critically acclaimed six-year run on
Green Arrow. Stripping the Emerald Archer of
his gimmicks and trick arrows, Grell introduced
the world to an aging Oliver Queen haunted by
the life he's led and the paths not taken.
Patrolling the back alleys and rooftops of a
crime-ridden Seattle--with his fellow crimefighter and the love of his life, Dinah Lance--he
is an urban hunter in a concrete wilderness
seeking purpose. Now collecting the entirety of
the epic saga that changed the character
forever, this first of two omnibus editions
includes Green Arrow: The Longbow Hunters
#1-3, Green Arrow #1-50, and a story from
Secret Origins #38, along with brand-new
Access Free The Socket Greeny Saga 1 3 Tony Bertauski Free
Download Pdf

retrospectives by Mike Grell and series editor
Mike Gold, and never-before-seen behind-thescenes material.
The Barren Grounds Mar 04 2020 Narnia meets
traditional Indigenous stories of the sky and
constellations in an epic middle grade fantasy
series from award-winning author David
Robertson. Morgan and Eli, two Indigenous
children forced away from their families and
communities, are brought together in a foster
home in Winnipeg, Manitoba. They each feel
disconnected, from their culture and each
other, and struggle to fit in at school and at
their new home -- until they find a secret place,
walled off in an unfinished attic bedroom. A
portal opens to another reality, Askí, bringing
them onto frozen, barren grounds, where they
meet Ochek (Fisher). The only hunter
supporting his starving community, Misewa,
Ochek welcomes the human children, teaching
them traditional ways to survive. But as the
need for food becomes desperate, they embark
on a dangerous mission. Accompanied by Arik,
a sassy Squirrel they catch stealing from the
trapline, they try to save Misewa before the icy
grip of winter freezes everything -- including
them.
Starstruck Jun 26 2019 She could barely look
after herself. Now, she's looking after the entire
planet. After an incident with a hot-air balloon
causes college-dropout Sally Webber to lose her
job, she sets off to find direction in her life.
Crashing into a teleporting alien, however, is
not on her to-do list. Now she's on the run from

TV-drama-loving aliens, and things are just
getting started. Zander won't stop reeling her
into life-or-death situations to save her planet,
as he waits for his laser-wielding sister to
search the universe for him. Though Sally isn't
quite sure if he wants to save Earth from
annihilation, or just quell his curiosity of all
things human. Sally has to find lost alien
emissaries, as well as a job, and stop the planet
from getting incinerated in the process. But
with Zander as her roommate, what could
possibly go wrong?
ILLBORN Jun 06 2020 BOOK ONE OF THE
ILLBORN SAGA Long ago, The Lord Aiduel
emerged from the deserts of the Holy Land,
possessed with divine powers. He used these to
forcibly unite the peoples of Angall, before His
ascension to heaven. Over eight hundred years
later, in a medieval world which is threatened
by war and religious persecution, four young
men and women begin to develop supernatural
abilities. These forbidden and secret powers
will shatter the lives that they have known, and
will force each of them to confront the mystery
of the ethereal Gate which haunts their dreams.
What does the dream mean, and how is it
connected to their burgeoning abilities? As they
experience conflict, love, lust and betrayal, in
lands which are being overtaken by war, they
must try to stay ahead of and to survive the
sinister forces which are now pursuing them.
For they are being hunted… Illborn is Daniel T.
Jackson’s powerful and gritty debut novel, and
is the thrilling opening chapter in the epic
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fantasy story of The Illborn Saga.
Frontline Nurses May 18 2021 Can she follow
her heart while doing her duty? A
heartwarming saga following nurses during the
First World War. Perfect for fans of Donna
Douglas's A Nightingale Christmas Promise,
Lizzie Page's The War Nurses and Margaret
Dickinson's The Poppy Girls. After training with
the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry, Leonora
Malham Brown sets off to Europe with her new
friend, Victoria, determined to do her bit for the
war effort. The battlefield is a difficult place for
a woman so Leonora cuts her hair short and
swaps her skirts for trousers in order to better
cope with the demanding duties of a frontline
nurse. But concealing her true identity becomes
more complicated when she meets the dashing
Colonel Malkovic. Torn between keeping her
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secret and their blossoming friendship, Leonora
must choose between her duty and her heart...
A moving emotional wartime saga about brave
nurses on the battlefield, based on an amazing
true story. ________________________________
Make sure you've read all the books in the
Frontline Nurses series: 1. Frontline Nurses 2.
Frontline Nurses On Duty 3. Secrets of the
Frontline Nurses And don't miss Holly Green's
new series set in a Liverpool Workhouse: 1.
Workhouse Orphans 2. Workhouse Angel 3.
Workhouse Nightingale 4. Workhouse Girl
Void Wraith Jul 20 2021 "Captain Nolan
destroyed the Void Wraith factory and the fleet
guarding it, but every victory comes with a
price. The destruction of the Helios Gate in the
Ghantan system stranded Nolan and his crew
months from the closest Gate. Dryker and Khar
have been imprisoned by the Primo, forced to
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remain idle."--Amazon.com.
Daughter of Discord Feb 24 2022 A star mage
is about to risk everything. Carina Lin is a mage
with a mission. Desperate to find her long-lost
kin, she's abandoned her life as a merc. A clue
has led her to the home planet of one of the
most powerful clans in the galaxy. Here, she
hopes to find other mages like her, but it isn't
going to be easy. If her powers are revealed,
she risks slavery and torture. At the same time,
as if things weren't dangerous enough, galactic
war is brewing. The opposing forces are looking
for veterans to conscript. Carina must find her
people and avoid being sucked back into space
warfare. If she fails at either task, she'll lose
her reason for living, and perhaps her life.
Daughter of Discord is book one in the dark,
exciting, space fantasy, Star Mage Saga.
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